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The present crisis in Southern European countries shows many crossed effects related to cultural 

and artistic dynamics concerning the transformations of urban culture and arts scenes. Some 

spaces decline while others resist by changing their paths and profile. 

In recent years austerity policies decreased significantly the support to culture and arts and at 

the same time they contributed to reduce individual and collective demand of cultural goods 

causing the lifeless of many organizations and institutions. Nevertheless, in adverse situations, a 

significant number of artistic and cultural entities found new ways to carry on their activities, 

developing new visions, projects and practices as well as new resources. 

Harvey (2010) stated that neoliberalism ‘creative destruction’ generates resistance and the 

exploration of possible alternatives. The author affirmed that alternatives “sought thereby to 

accomplish something akin to a passive revolution within the territorial logic of state power”. 

We argue that in Lisbon these apparently contradictory circumstances – crisis as a drawback and 

also as stimulus to newness – can produce new urbanities (Borja 2011) polarized not only by 

recognized institutions (as national museums), but also by the 3rd sector (as neighbourhood 

cultural associations) and the private sector (as arts galleries). Critical thinking supports the 

emergence of above mentioned new urbanities aiming to find alternatives and mobilizing 

imagination in order to recognize and implement novel forms of spatial transformation and 

appropriation. Nevertheless imagination it is not the only driving force of change. As referred by 

McDonnell and Tepper (2015) culture and arts recent dynamics combine different and often 

conflicting trends such as “competition from other forms of entertainment and media, 

technological change, shifting demographics, economic recession, decreased government 

funding, shifts in philanthropy, overbuilt facilities with high overhead costs, and the rising cost of 

artistic labour”. If those factors are not taken into account the process of spatial transformation 

and appropriation cannot be understood in its diversity. 

Assuming those premises this paper mobilizes instrumental methodologies that put in evidence 

and discuss two categories of data: (i) the evolution of initiatives, publics and resources of 

museums and galleries from the public, private and non-profit sector; (ii) the programs of these 

entities during 2014. The analysis is focused in the metropolis of Lisbon. The main analytical goal 

is to find signs of change, namely the rise of new initiatives and their impacts. The exploratory 

work already done suggests a hypothesis to explore: the alternative side of culture and arts is 

becoming incorporated by cultural entities losing eventually their original significance but 

strengthen the attractiveness and democracy of institutions and organizations that some years 

ago were elitist spaces. 
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